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Frequently Asked Questions
What happens if a competition or gym activity is canceled due to Covid-19?
If a competition or gym event cannot be postponed or rescheduled then the final competition
payment will be reduced.
Will they have competitions this upcoming season?
Yes! Their will be competitions this upcoming season but they might be a different from what we
are used to. All USASF sanctioned events will implore safety protocols by the CDC and county
regulations.
Can I be guaranteed a stunt position, team or request a friend to be on the same team?
All participants are treated individually based on skill set, age, ability, gym and team need.
Stunting positions are based team on coaches discretion. Anyone can train as a base, backspot
or flyer in flight school if they choose to improve in a position they are not placed in on a normal
team basis. This doesn't guarantee a position but it does improve the participant overall
contribution to the team.
When do you think we will start to compete?
December/January instead of November is our target for the 2020-2021 season due to a later
start. Full Year Prep & Elite competition fees will be reduced from previously posted costs.

